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A plane-wave semiempirical pseudopotential method with nonlocal potentials and spin-orbit coupling is
used to calculate the electronic structure of surface-passivated wurtzite CdSe quantum dots with up to 1000
atoms. The calculated optical absorption spectrum reproduces the features of the experimental results and the
exciton energies agree to within;0.1 eV over a range of dot sizes. The correct form of Coulomb interaction
energy with size-dependent dielectric constant is found to be essential for such good agreement.

One of the best-studied quantum dot systems is CdSe.1–9

It can be prepared1 with a narrow size distribution of only
5% rms, and was the subject of detailed spectroscopic
studies,1 thus offering the opportunity for detailed compari-
son between experiment and theory. We will focus here on~i!
the dependence of exciton energyEex on the diameterD of
the quantum dot;1,2,5,6,8 ~ii ! the changes in optical spectra
e2(E) with sizeD.1,9

Previous theoretical studies of the spectra of CdSe dots
have used the empirically fitted multibandk•p method,3 the
tight-binding method,4,6,9and the single-band truncated crys-
tal method.8 We apply here our recently developed
mesoscopic-scale pseudopotential method10–14 to CdSe
quantum dots. In this approach we solve via direct diagonal-
ization the single-particle equation for a quantum dot,
namely,

F2 1
2¹21(

n,a
va~ ur2Rn,au!Gc i~r !5Eic i~r !, ~1!

whereva(r ) is the screened pseudopotential of atom of type
a at positionRn,a . The main features of our approach are as
follows.

~i! We use forva(r ) the recently developed12 nonlocal
‘‘semiempirical pseudopotential method’’ that produces
local-density approximation~LDA ! quality wave functions
with experimentally fit bulk band structures and effective
masses. The potentials are nonlocal, contain spin-orbit inter-
actions, and are extracted from LDA calculations onsolids
~not atoms!.

~ii ! Equation~1! is applied with no further fit to quantum
dots. What enables such calculations on;1000 atom sys-
tems is the utilization of the ‘‘folded spectrum method’’13

~FSM! that provides the exactnear-edgeeigensolutions of
Eq. ~1! without having to solve for any of the deeper energy
levels. The computational effort is thuslinear with system
size.

~iii ! Arbitrary shapes of the dot and a realistic surface
termination can be explicitly modeled~see below!. This is
different from surfaceless methods such ask•p,3 effective
mass,5 and the truncated-crystal method.7,8

~iv! While the FSM provides the discrete near-edge states,
our ‘‘generalized moment method’’14 ~GMM! provides over-
all information such as density of states~DOS! n(E) and the
optical absorption spectrae2(E). In this work we neglect

electron-electron correlation effects beyond those implicitly
present due to fitting the bulk spectra. We obtaine2(E) and
n(E) over the full valence- and conduction-band energy
range, not just near the band edge.9

We next discuss some of the details of implementation of
the above principles.

~a! Shapes and structures: We assume spherical and Se-
centered CdSe quantum dots, in the wurtzite crystal struc-
ture. We use bulk lattice constantsa54.30 Å, c57.011 Å.
Surface atoms with only one remaining bond have been sys-
tematically removed.15

~b! Surface passivation: In the laboratory made CdSe
dots,1 the surface is capped with organic ligands. To simulate
generic passivation we have placed positive~negative! short-
range electrostatic potentials~‘‘ligand potential’’! near the
surface Se~Cd! atom. The effective ‘‘ligand potentials’’ are
Gaussianv0exp„2(ur2Ru/0.79)2… whereur2Ru is in Å. The
origin R is on the line connecting the missing bonding atom
and the passivated atom. The distance betweenR and the
center of the passivated atom equalsad0 , whered0 is the
bulk Cd-Se bond length. The parameters are determined by
fitting to Cd- and Se-terminated flat CdSe surfaces. We find
for the Cd atom,ev051.28 Ry, anda50.55 ~wheree is the
electron charge!, while for the Se atom,ev0520.768 Ry
anda50.25,0.3,0.4 for Se atoms with one, two, and three
missing bonds, respectively.

We have calculated four CdSe quantum dots:Cd20Se19,
Cd83Se81, Cd232Se235, and Cd534Se527, with diameters
12.79, 20.64, 29.25, and 38.46 Å, respectively. Our results
are shown in Figs 1–4. The densities of states are shown in
Fig. 1, where they are compared with the density of states of
bulk CdSe. We note from Fig. 1 the following:~i! As the
quantum dot becomes smaller, the band gap increases~see
Fig. 4 below for more detail!. ~ii ! As the quantum dot be-
comes smaller, the width W of the upper valence band nar-
rows, as noted by photoemission experiment.2 We find
W53.96, 3.82, 3.62, and 3.17 eV for our four dots in de-
creasing size. The bulk value isW54.06 eV.~iii ! In the bulk,
there is a density-of-states tail above the conduction-band
minimum. In the quantum dot, this tail breaks into a few
peaks. For the smallest quantum dot, only one peak is left in
that energy region.~iv! There are two new peaks around
energy218 eV. These two peaks represent the surface Se
atom s bonding states with one and two missing bonds,
respectively.

In Fig. 2, we show the optical absorption spectra@prepor-
tional toe2(E)# of the quantum dots compared with the bulk
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results.16 The predominate feature of quantum dote2(E) is
the development of a few strong ‘‘excitonic peaks’’ near the
threshold shoulder of the bulke2(E).

17,18The intensityI of
these peaks increases as the quantum dot becomes smaller
with a scaling ofI}1/D3 for each individual peak. At the
same time, the number of peaks is reduced asD decreases.
These ‘‘exciton peaks’’ are absent from quantum dots made
of indirect-gap materials such as Si.11 The trend ofe2(E) as
a function ofD can be compared with experimental results
as reported in Ref. 1. In the experimental data~Fig. 3 of Ref.
1!, we indeed see how the smooth absorption shoulder of
large, bulklike quantum dots changes into a few peaks, and
then how the number of these peaks is reduced and each
remaining peak becomes more prominent. This is in agree-
ment with our calculated results.

To compare our calculatede2(E) with the experiment
more closely, we show in Fig. 3 the calculatede2(E) of
Cd83Se81 (D520.6 Å! and the experimental result of the
nearest sizeD523 Å quantum dots from Fig. 3 of Ref. 1. To
make a proper comparison, we have shifted oure2(E) down-
ward by 0.65 eV to correct for the Coulomb interaction en-
ergy ~see below! and for the small difference in dot diam-
eters. The agreement between experiment and theory is very
good in that the distances between the two leading peaks are
almost the same in the two curves.

Integrating e2(E) of Fig. 2, we obtained11 e`
dot(D)21,

i.e., the electronic contribution to the total polarizibility of
the quantum dot. To compensate for the fact12 that the cur-
rent e2(E) is calculated by u^ i u¹u j &u2, instead of
u^ i u]Ĥ/]ku j &u2, we have rescaled our integrated result by a
factor of 1.178~which is obtained by comparing the bulk
results using these two different transition matrix!. We have
also added a contribution of 0.63 to the integrated
e`
dot(D)21, as we have ignored thed state contributions in
our pseudopotential treatment.12 This contribution is treated
as a constant, independent ofD since it originated from the
deepd states, thus it is affected little by the band change
around the band gap. The final bulk resulte`

bulk56.2, by the
above construction, equals the experimental value. The final
e`
dot(D) for dots is plotted as a function ofD in Fig. 4~a!.
Thesee`

dot(D) data can be fitted as19

e`
dot~D !511~e`

bulk21!/@11~7.5Å/D !1.2#. ~2!

To calculate the excitonic transition energyEex(D) from
the valence-band maximum~VBM ! to conduction-band
minimum ~CBM! bare band-gap energy
Eg(D)[ECBM(D)2EVBM(D) we need to subtract the
electron-hole Coulomb interaction energy~in atomic units!,

Eex~D !5Eg~D !23.572/D ẽdot~D !. ~3!

The last term is calculated via perturbation theory using a
@sin(2pr/D)/(2pr/D)#2 charge density for both electron and
hole and a screening dielectric constantẽdot(D). We first

discussEg(D), then the exciton correction. The CBM state
and VBM state wave functions are found to be localized in
the interior of the quantum dot, thus the details of the surface
structure have only small effects on these states. The ener-
giesECBM(D) andEVBM(D) for our four quantum dots~in
decreasing size! are23.236,23.091,22.807,22.174 and
25.489, 25.617, 25.829, 26.273 eV, respectively. Here
the zero is defined as the vacuum level and the bulkECBM
andEVBM values are25.241 and23.523 eV, respectively.
The energy shifts withD for the VBM and CBM are within
0.1 eV of the tight-binding results of Lippen and Lannoo.6

The bare~nonexcitonic! band gapEg(D) is shown in Fig.
4~b! as black dots. It increases by more than 2 eV at the
smallestD compared to the bulk value but is still far smaller
than the effective-mass results.1

The dielectric constantẽdot(D) of Eq. ~3! is the screening
dielectric constant of the quantum dot, including both the
electronic and the ionic contributions for exciton screening.
The quantitye`

dot(D) reported in Fig. 4~a! is for total elec-
tronic polarization only. One can define anotherẽ`

dot(D) ex-
plicitly for electronic exciton screening.11 Because CdSe is
not a strong covalent system like Si, we expect smaller
e`
dot(D)-ẽ`

dot(D) difference than in Si.11 In this work, we will
usee`

dot(D) to approximateẽ`
dot(D) for the electronic contri-

FIG. 1. Density of states for bulk CdSe and for CdSe quantum
dots. Results are normalized so that the integral of the valence-band
density of states equals 1. The zero is the vacuum level.
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bution to the screening. To include the ionic contribution to
the screening, one can define a distance-dependent screening
dielectric constante(r eh) from

V~r eh!521/e~r eh!r eh, ~4!

where r eh is the electron-hole distance andV(r eh) is the
screened electron-hole Coulomb potential. Then the expres-
sion of 1/e(r eh) derived by Haken

20 for bulk exciton screen-
ing is

1

ebulk~r !
5

1

e`
bulk2F 1

e`
bulk2

1

e0
bulkGF12

e2r /re1e2r /rh

2 G ,
~5!

where re5(2me*vLO\21)1/2 and rh5(2mh*vLO\21)1/2.
Here,vLO is the longitudinal-optical–phonon frequency and
me* and mh* are electron and hole effective masses. For
CdSe,re'33 Å andrh'18 Å. In Eq.~5! and the following,
the subscripts̀ and 0 stand forv5` ~electronic contribu-
tion! andv50 ~electronic and ionic contributions!, respec-
tively, and e0

bulk59.7. To extend Eq.~5! to the case of the
quantum dot, we require that thee(r eh)[edot(r eh,D) in Eq.
~4! satisfy edot(r eh→0,D)5 ẽ`

dot(D) and edot(r eh→`,D)
5ẽ`

dot(D)1e0
bulk2e`

bulk[ẽ`
dot(D)1De(ion). Here we have

assumed that the ionic contributionDe~ion!53.5 to the
screening is the same for bulk and the quantum dot. Using
these requirements foredot(r ,D), we can extend Eq.~5! to

FIG. 2. The imaginary part of the dielectric constant,e2(E).
They are calculated using theu^ i u¹u j &u2 as the transition matrix and
are not rescaled here.

FIG. 3. Comparison between the calculated and experimental
absorption spectra. The calculatede2(E) has been shifted down-
ward by 0.65 eV to compensate the Coulomb interaction and the
small size difference. The experimental data is from Ref. 1.

FIG. 4. Quantum dot dielectric constant~a! and exciton energies
~b!. The solid line in~a! is the fitted result of Eq.~1!. The experi-
mental data and the effective-mass~EMA! curve in ~b! are both
from Ref. 1.
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1

edot~r ,D !
5

1

ẽ`
dot~D !

2F 1

ẽ`
dot~D !

2
1

ẽ`
dot~D !1De~ ion!

G
3@12~e2r /re1e2r /rh!/2#. ~6!

Substituting Eq.~6! into Eq. ~4!, and using the electron and-
hole charge density@sin(2pr/D)/(2pr/D)#2, we have numeri-
cally calculated the Coulomb interaction energies. To present
the result in a simple form, we can retain Eq.~3!, with the
ẽdot(D) in Eq. ~3! expressed as

1

ẽdot~D !
5

1

ẽ`
dot~D !

2b~D !F 1

ẽ`
dot~D !

2
1

ẽ`
dot~D !1De~ ion!

G .
~7!

Theb(D)’s for the four quantum dots from large to small are
0.348, 0.282, 0.212, and 0.139, respectively. Hereb(D) in-
dicates how much the ions have participated in the exciton
screening. The final calculated exciton energiesEex(D) us-
ing Eqs.~3! and~7! @or, equivalently, from Eqs.~4! and~6!#
are shown in Fig. 4~b! as crosses compared with the experi-
mental results~diamonds!. Our calculated result agrees very
well with the experimental results@the diamonds in Fig.
4~b!# for the range of quantum dot size we have studied. The
differences between the calculated and experimental results
range from 0.2 eV~the smallest dot! to 0.1 eV ~the larger
dots!. This high degree of agreement demonstrates the quan-
titative accuracy of the SEPM approach to the electronic

structure calculations of nanostructures. Finally, as shown in
Fig. 4~b!, the Coulomb interaction energy is large. The use of
ẽ`
dot(D) instead ofe`

bulk is important. However, for the very
small quantum dots, the exact formalism of this Coulomb
energy via the use of the dielectric constant is far from clear.
The ;0.2 eV error in Fig. 4~b! for the smallest dot might
stem from this uncertainty of the calculated Coulomb energy
at that small size range. More work needs to be done to get
more accurate results of the exciton energy for this very
small size range.

The excellent agreement with experiment for CdSe dots is
in contradiction with the situation10,11,21 for Si dots, where
the experiments of Schuppleret al.22 give consistently lower
gaps and weaker size dependence than our calculations, us-
ing the same method as that used here. However, the Si data
is emission while the CdSe data is absorption. While small
basis-set tight-binding models21 do produce small band gaps
for Si dots, in better agreement with emission experiment,
our previous calculations~Fig. 4 of Ref. 10! showed that, in
part, such lower gaps are an artifact of the small basis. We
suspect that the systematically small gaps in Si~Ref. 22!
represent a persistent defect level, not intrinsic band-to-band
transitions as in CdSe.
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